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Example1: INSIGhT, a Bayesian trial in GBM
(PI: Brian Alexander)
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Categories not mutually exclusive
EGFR 

amplification/
mutation

PIK3Ca/ 
PIK3R1 

mutations/ 
PTEN loss

CDK4/6 
amplification

/P16 loss

TCGA 
estimate 
(n=91)

DF/BWCC
(n=37)

+ + + 19% 19%
+ - + 22% 0%
+ + - 1% 8%
+ - - 3% 3%
- + - 14% 25%
- - + 12% 5%
- + + 15% 22%
- - - 13% 19%

45% vs. 34% 49% vs. 69% 65% vs. 43%
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Bayesian Adaptive Randomization

across the significance levels considered. This gain was substantially
amplified when we compared the adaptive design with three indepen-
dent, two-arm BR trial designs. This amplification follows from a
more efficient use of the data for the control regimen in the four-arm
trial than in the two-arm trials.

Systematic Simulation
To confirm that these results were not anecdotal, we systemati-

cally examined a broad set of scenarios, motivated by real data as
discussed in the Patients and Methods section. The adaptive approach
is substantially more powerful when only one of the experimental
therapies has a positive effect. Figure 2 illustrates the major character-
istics of the adaptive procedure. Clinical trials with sample size N %
140 were simulated under a scenario with one effective treatment,
"1 % 0.6, while "2 % "3 % 1. Estimates of "1 and "2 at three time points
during the trials were contrasted with the probability that the next

patient was randomly assigned to the other arm. Time points include
the enrollment times of the 40th, 90th, and 140th patients. The graph
shows that during the initial stage of the trial, the estimates of "1 and "2

are highly dispersed and that, importantly, adaptive randomization
deviates minimally from balanced randomization. In contrast, as the
trials continue and there is less uncertainty in the hazard ratios, the
procedure selects with higher probability the most promising arm.
Figure 2 illustrates substantial increments of the randomization prob-
abilities to the only effective treatment during the course of the trials.

In all scenarios in Table 2, AR trial design is more powerful than
BR trial design in detecting a positive treatment effect of the first arm;
the magnitude of the benefit is displayed in the four columns on the
right side. The number of patients assigned to various treatment arms
in the course of 500 simulated trials is shown in Figure 3 for a specific
realistic scenario. The figure displays a difference of more than 25
patients between the median number of randomizations to the only
effective treatment or the control arm and the medians of the two arms
without a positive treatment effect.

Although one relatively effective arm was the scenario specified
by our phase II data, we also considered operating characteristics
under scenarios with no effective regimens (hazard ratios, 1, 1, 1) or
identical positive effects (hazard ratios, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6), assuming an
overall sample size of 140 patients. In the first case, the median sample
size across simulations for experimental arms was 33 patients in each
arm, and the type I error probabilities obtained with simulations are
controlled below the desired thresholds ) % .05, .1, .15, and .2. In the
latter case, the probability of detecting the positive effect of arm 1 at a
confidence level of ) % .05 (.1) shows a decrease of .03 (.03) under AR
trial design compared with BR trial design. With a cutoff of ) % .05
or .1, the probability of at least one positive result under AR trial design
decreases by less than .005. These operating characteristics can be
interpreted as an increase of sample size variability under AR trial
design compared with BR trial design.

In our simulation study, we also considered overall samples sizes
of 60, 80, 100, 110, 120, and 130 patients and scenarios with one
effective treatment calibrated to match a power of 0.65 or 0.85 under

Table 1. Clinical Characteristics of Patients Treated on Four Previously
Reported Phase II Clinical Trials Used in the Retrospective Simulation

Characteristic
Bevacizumab (

Irinotecan
Thalidomide/
Carmustine

Metronomic
Chemotherapy Cediranib

No. of patients 50 30 39 31
Sex

Male 33 17 28 18
Female 17 13 11 13

KPS
60 0 0 3 0
70 9 8 16 5
80 18 9 13 6
90 20 10 6 16
100 3 3 1 4

Age, years
Median 54 55 51 53
Range 24-78 29-72 34-74 20-77

Abbreviation: KPS, Karnofsky performance score.
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Fig 2. Dynamic changes in adaptive ran-
domization probabilities and hazard ratios.
(A) Superior treatment. Estimates of the
hazard ratios comparing an experimental
arm (arm 1) with the control (arm 2). (B)
Arm 2. Randomization probabilities for pa-
tients 40, 90, and 140. Simulations include
one superior regimen (arm 1: hazard ratio, 0.6)
and two experimental arms (arm 2 and arm 3)
with no treatment effect. Each line corre-
sponds to a separate simulated trial.
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Arm-specific sample size

BR trial design with ) % .1. For the sample sizes of 60 and 80 patients,
we considered both trials with two or three experimental arms con-
trasted with a control. In each scenario, we observed power incre-
ments between 0.02 and 0.06 under AR trial design.

Robustness to Changes in Randomization Assumptions
We evaluated the robustness of our AR trial design approach by

considering what would happen if the underlying assumptions of the
Bayesian model or those used for selecting the tuning parameters were
violated and by comparing arm-specific sample sizes under various
scenarios. We considered substantial departures from the hazards
proportionality assumption as well as departures from the estimate of
accrual rate. When the treatment effects, expressed as differences
between medians, under the ideal scenario were matched with scenar-
ios violating these assumptions, the distribution of the arm-specific
sample sizes appeared stable. We considered, for instance, "1 % 0.66,
"2 % 1, "3 % 1, N % 140, and a log-normal baseline. In this case, when

the accelerated failure time or the proportional odds structures re-
placed hazards proportionality, the median sample sizes remained
identical (44, 44, 26, 26). When the accrual rate is 1.4-fold higher than
expected, the medians became 42, 43, 28, and 28. We also considered
a hypothetical unexpectedly long temporal delay of 2 months in avail-
ability of data, in which case the medians were 42, 42, 28, and 28.

DISCUSSION

A diagnosis of recurrent glioblastoma confers an extremely poor prog-
nosis.11 With the growing number of novel compounds, combina-
tions, and potential interactions with molecular subtypes, the number
of therapeutic hypotheses to be tested in well-designed clinical trials is
expanding exponentially.

The optimal mechanism for evaluating therapeutics in the phase
II setting is a source of considerable debate. Unfortunately, many
promising results from single-arm phase II trials are likely overstated
when compared with historical benchmarks16 and are not found to be
effective on further testing.5,6 For example, the New Approaches to
Brain Tumor Therapy (NABTT) Consortium found that three of their
single-agent cohort studies all had significantly longer survival times
than historical data.16 A recent Institute of Medicine report com-
mented that better phase II designs are needed,17 and The Clinical
Trial Design Task Force of the National Cancer Institute Investiga-
tional Drug Steering Committee has recommended randomized trials
in the phase II setting unless a robust control database is available.18

The introduction of efficacious therapies, improved supportive care,
intertrial and interinstitution variability, and changes in response and
progression criteria are a few of the ways that newer patient popula-
tions may differ from historical controls. In a modeling study, Tang et
al19 showed that variability in historical control rates, patient selection,
and outcome drifts over time led to significant type I error rates for
single-arm trials but left randomized two-arm designs largely unaf-
fected. Resistance to more robust randomized designs has been mostly
related to the increased sample size required.

One possible solution is the incorporation of Bayesian principles
into clinical trial design.3,4,20-22 Bayesian statistics allow for the real-
time incorporation of results as they accumulate, thereby opening the
possibility of multiarm AR trial designs with a single control arm,
leading to more efficient and nimble trials. Bayesian-based adaptive
trials seem particularly attractive for glioblastoma in which events
occur early and frequently since AR trials rely on event information to
alter the probability of assignment to treatment arms. If the time to
event is long relative to the accrual rate, then little new information will
inform randomization and there would be no advantage over BR trial

Table 2. Probability of Rejecting the Hypothesis H0 that "1 % 1, Evaluated at Various Significance Levels of ) () % 140)

HR ("1, "2, "3)

AR *: AR v BR

) % .05 ) % .1 ) % .15 ) % .2 ) % .05 ) % .1 ) % .15 ) % .2

0.6, 1, 1 0.73 0.84 0.88 0.91 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.03
0.6, 0.73, 1 0.72 0.83 0.89 0.91 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03
0.6, 0.66, 1 0.72 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03
0.66, 1, 1 0.58 0.70 0.76 0.81 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.03
0.73, 1, 1 0.38 0.51 0.62 0.69 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03

NOTE. Monte Carlo iterations, 5.000.
Abbreviations: AR, adaptive randomized #trial design$; BR, balanced randomized #trial design$; HR, hazard ratio.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Arm!Specific Sample Size (no. of patients)

Control arm

Treatment 1, relative hazard, 1.0

Treatment 2, relative hazard, 1.0

Treatment 3, relative hazard, 0.6

Fig 3. Number of patients assigned to each arm across simulations: median,
quartiles, and 10th and 90th percentiles. Overall sample size, N % 140.
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Detail-2: Adding Arms Vs New Trials [Ventz et al.2017 JCO]

(A) independent two-arm trials
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2nd 2-arm trial

--
3th 2-arm trial

time since 1st enrollment to 1st trial

(B) rolling-arms design
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-

-
1st added arm

-

-
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-
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Example2: endTB, a Bayesian trial in Tuberculosis
(PI: Carol Mitnick)



endTB, a Bayesian trial in Tuberculosis [Cellammare et al.2017 Int. J. Lung D.]

tured through Bayesian modeling into variations in
randomization probabilities. The goal of BAR is to
optimize the operating characteristics of clinical
trials, specifically the trade-off between power and
sample size, as well as the proportion of patients
randomized to effective arms.

Here we describe the development of endTB, a
Phase III non-inferiority trial of 9-month experimen-
tal regimens for MDR-TB, and emphasize how BAR
may address the aforementioned challenges in MDR-
TB trials.

DESIGN

The endTB trial is a joint project by Partners In
Health and Médecins Sans Frontières, supported by
UNITAID. The trial will test five experimental, all-
oral regimens against the standard of care in patients
with fluoroquinolone-susceptible MDR-TB in five
countries. All experimental regimens will contain at
least one new anti-tuberculosis drug (DLM and/or
BDQ), among no more than five drugs, and will be
delivered for 39 weeks. Regimens contain drugs
approved—or recommended for off-label use—for

MDR-TB and with limited population exposure to
date (Figure 1). The control is the standard of care
composed according to local standards and consistent
with World Health Organization guidance for the
conventional MDR-TB regimen, delivered for ap-
proximately 20 months.14–17 The primary efficacy
outcome in all arms is the proportion of favorable
outcomes according to clinical, microbiologic, and
radiographic data at 73 weeks post randomization.
The non-inferiority of each experimental arm will be
assessed against the control arm, with a non-
inferiority margin of 12%.

Initially, the probability of randomization to each
treatment arm will be balanced. Adaptation of
randomization probabilities will be based on interim
analyses of secondary endpoints, those at 8 and 39
weeks (Figure 2); assignment will favor regimens with
promising early treatment response. The endpoint at 8
weeks (TS-8) is culture conversion; at 39 weeks (TS-
39), it is favorable outcome based on clinical,
microbiologic, and radiographic data. The first interim
analysis will occur after 30 participants have been
enrolled in each arm. Subsequent interim analyses will
be performed approximately every 4 weeks.

Early interim analyses will rely more on 8-week
endpoints as a proxy for 39-week endpoints. A priori,
we assume a positive association between the two
early endpoints and model TS-39 as conditional on
TS-8. Joint modeling of surrogate and primary
outcomes to design adaptive trials has been discussed
previously.18,19 The relationship between the 8- and
39-week endpoints is updated with accumulated data
from the trial and the posterior distribution. Evidence
of non-inferiority is quantified by the posterior
probability that the per cent of favorable outcomes
in an experimental arm at 39 weeks is larger than the
per cent in the control, reduced by a fixed non-
inferiority margin of 12%.

The study results will be assessed through frequent-
ist, modified-intent-to-treat (mITT) and per-protocol

Figure 1 endTB regimens. BDQ ¼ bedaquiline; DLM ¼
delamanid; CFZ¼ clofazimine; LZD¼ linezolid; FQ¼ fluoroquin-
olone; MFX ¼ moxifloxacin; LVX ¼ levofloxacin; PZA ¼
pyrazinamide.

Figure 2 Process of a hypothetical trial with Bayesian adaptive randomization.

Adaptive randomization in an MDR-TB trial S9



Arm-Specific Sample Size [Cellammare et al.2017 Clinical Trials]

143 patients to each effective arm, with interquartile
range (133, 153). Under multi-stage designs, the median
is 128 with interquartile range (128, 128). Moreover,
for the non-effective arms, adaptive randomization
and multi-stage designs have a median accrual of
99 and 128 patients with interquartile range of (84,
113) and (95, 128) patients, respectively. For both
adaptive randomization and multi-stage designs, the
outliers in Figure 1 are a result of early stopping for
futility. Due to the relatively late availability of the pri-
mary TS-73 end point, the multi-stage designs trial
enrolled approximately 65% of the overall sample size
before the first interim analysis when 25% of the arm-
specific TS-73 outcomes are observed.

For each scenario, Table 3 shows the mean enroll-
ment to each arm and the power to declare a significant
TS-73 result of multi-stage designs and adaptive rando-
mization when both designs have an identical average
sample size. For instance, for scenario A1, the multi-
stage designs trial has a maximum and mean sample
size of 768 and 713 patients and 80% power to detect

superiority for arm 1. We compare multi-stage designs
in this scenario to an adaptive randomization trial with
sample size of 713 patients. Adaptive randomization
has 85.9% power to detect the treatment effect of arm
1. The second column in Table 2 shows the average
sample size under multi-stage designs. For adaptive
randomization, the second column indicates the sample
size necessary to match the power of multi-stage
designs.

The last two columns of Table 2 show the expected
number of positive TS-73 outcomes, and the probabil-
ity of unbalancing the design in the wrong direction.
The latter is defined as the probability of assigning less
than EBR patients to the effective arms, where EBR is the
expected number of patients assigned to effective arms
under multi-stage designs without early stopping,
EBR =N=6*number of effective arms.

Under scenario A7, effective regimens have different
effect sizes. The sample size for adaptive randomization
was set to match the 80% power level for the arm with
the smallest treatment effect. For scenarios with one

Figure 1. Box plots of the number of patients randomized to each arm at the end of the trial across 10,000 simulations for
scenarios A3 and A4 with adaptive randomization and multi-stage designs. For both scenarios, A3 and A4, the sample size for
adaptive randomization was selected to match the expected sample size of multi-stage designs (715 and 737 for scenarios A3 and A4,
respectively). The dashed line indicates the median sample size for each arm under balanced randomization without early stopping.

6 Clinical Trials



Bayesian uncertainty directed (BUD) designs



BUD or BAR ?
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Basket Designs [Trippa and Alexander, 2017, JCO]

Alternatively, including all patients without regard to biomarker
status does not leverage the efficiencies of biomarker selection.
Although biomarker-based eligibility rules are frequently all or
none and based on implicit judgments of the rationale and data
supporting the biomarker hypothesis, there is a potential com-
promise by incorporating pretrial judgments explicitly into clinical
trial design on a more continuous spectrum. Using a Bayesian
framework, we developed a design to support multiarm biomarker-
driven trials that is flexible by allowing several treatments with
varying biomarker hypothesis strengths in the same framework. Our
Bayesian basket (BB) design (F1 Fig 1) evaluates multiple overlapping
biomarker subgroups and associated experimental therapies. It starts
with explicit a priori estimates regarding the predictive use of
a biomarker for each experimental arm and then learns during the
trial, thereby generating valuable information about the biomarker
while providing the efficiencies of biomarker-selected clinical trials.
The BB design constitutes a solution to incorporating biomarkers
into clinical trial design that is more flexible and explicit with as-
sumptions than traditional basket (TB) trials or balanced ran-
domized, biomarker agnostic (BA) trials.

METHODS

Incorporation of Prior Biomarker Information
For our design and simulation studies, we considered multiple ex-

perimental treatments (three in our simulations) and biomarkers (three in
our simulations) and one predictive biomarker hypothesis per experi-
mental arm with a common control arm. Estimates of the presence of
treatment effects of each experimental treatment in the corresponding
biomarker-defined subgroups are included in a probability model. The
model is defined by baseline response probabilities under the control
treatment, which can vary across the biomarker-defined subgroups (eight
in our simulations 5 2n biomarker combinations for n 5 3 biomarkers);

indicators of treatment effects in the targeted subpopulations (three in our
simulations, one for each experimental arm) and in the complementary
(biomarker-negative) subgroups; and biomarker-defined subgroup re-
sponse probabilities under the experimental treatments. All of these
variables are random quantities, and their distribution constitutes the
prior, which is representative of a priori knowledge and uncertainties
before the start of the trial. Investigators assign values based on in-
terpretation of available pretrial data. Once additional data become
available during the course of the trial, standard Bayesian computations
allow updating the prior to obtain the posterior, which is representative of
the current state of knowledge and uncertainty. As intuition would suggest,
the variability and uncertainty of the unknown effects typically will de-
crease with additional information.

In our simulations, we specified the probability of a treatment effect
for a targeted biomarker-positive population equal to one in three Q:3. Then,
conditionally on the presence of a positive effect in the biomarker-positive
subgroup, the probability of an effect in the biomarker-negative subgroup
is one in two. The prior model is then completed using standard in-
dependent b distributions for the response probabilities (Appendix, online
only) and restricting to values that are consistent with the presence or
absence of treatment effects.

Translating Accumulating Information Into Treatment
Assignment

We used a Bayesian adaptive randomization procedure that optimizes
uncertainty reduction on the following two related questions regarding the
experimental therapies: Does the experimental therapy provide a beneficial
effect in any biomarker subgroup? Does the experimental therapy provide
a benefit in a specific biomarker subgroup? Our focus is on the following
events:

EðXÞ5 drug X provides a beneficial effect;

EðX; SÞ5 drug X provides a beneficial effect in subgroup S:

Adaptive Two Stage Bayesian Basket

Biomarker only Biomarker agnostic

Traditional
Basket

Balanced
RandomizationPatient 1

Patient n

Fig 1. Incorporation of biomarker data into clinical trials. The traditional basket (TB) and biomarker agnostic (BA) trials are nonadaptive and either enroll only biomarker-
positive patients (TB) or all patients (BA) throughout the course of the trial. Although TB may provide efficiency if the original hypothesis of a biomarker-treatment effect
linkage is correct, nothing new is learned about the biomarker. Adaptivemultistage trials can start with either biomarker-only patients or all patients and then decide how to
proceed further after an interim analysis. The Bayesian basket design sets the initial randomization probabilities of patient subgroups to multiple experimental arms and
a control by incorporating through explicit uncertainty levels preclinical and other clinical experience. The trial then functions to maximize learning about both the ex-
perimental agent treatment effects and their variation in the biomarker-positive and -negative subgroups during the course of the trial, and it adjusts the randomization
probabilities accordingly. In this example, there are three different arms on the same trial depicted. The leftmost arm starts out as a TB trial based on the investigators’
weighing of prior data and stays that way throughout the trial. Themiddle arm starts out rather uncertain about the biomarker-effect linkage but then learns that the signal is
limited to the biomarker-positive population only. Finally, the rightmost arm starts with preliminary evidence that the biomarker-positive group would uniquely benefit from
the therapy, but during the course of the trial, it becomes evident that all patients might benefitQ:8 .

2 © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ONCOLOGY

Trippa and Alexander



Decision theory −→ BUD

I Sequential experiment t = 1, . . . ,T .

I Actions At ∈ A.

I Observations Yt ∼ p(Yt | At , θ).

I Parameter space θ ∈ Θ.

θ ∼ π



Decision theory −→ BUD

I D is set of candidate decision functions: (Σt)→ A.
examples: PW, BAR

I u = u(d ,Y , θ) indicates the utility function, (d ∈ D).
example: balance of toxicity and efficacy

d? ∈ D:
d? = arg max

d∈D
E [u(d ,Y , θ)].

Definition: BUD designs are myopic approximations of d?.



BUD

Definition: BUD designs are myopic approximations of d?.
Step (1) - Action space:
example : randomization probabilities

Step (2) - Information metric:

I u(·) quantifies the acquired information trough the data Σt ,

I Large values of u(Σt) correspond to low uncertainty,

u(Σt) = ũ(p(θ ∈ · | Σt)),

Assumption:

ũ(w × p1 + (1− w)× p2)≤w × ũ(p1) + (1− w)× ũ(p2).



Step (1) - Action space.
Step (2) - Information metric.
Step (3) - Myopic approximation:

I Convexity,

ũ(w × p1 + (1− w)× p2)≤w × ũ(p1) + (1− w)× ũ(p2)

I Information Increments,

E [u(Σt+1) | Σt ,At+1] ≥ ũ(E [p(· | Σt+1) | Σt ,At+1]) = u(Σt)

∆t(a) = E [u(Σt+1) | At+1 = a,Σt ]− u(Σt) ≥ 0.

I BUD decisions

p(At+1 = a | Σt) ∝ ∆t(a)h(t).



Examples
Examples Multi-arm trials:

I a multi-arm A = {0, . . . ,K} study with binary endpoints having
mean θk .

I γa = θa − θ0, a = 1, . . . ,K ,

u(Σt) =
K∑

a=1

−Var(γaI (γa > 0) | Σt).

Dose-finding trial:

I K candidate dose levels A = {ak}K1
I we let θR,k and θT ,k denote the probabilities of response and

toxicity.

I score Rk = wθR,k + (1− w)(1− θT ,k).

I the dose k? = arg maxk Rk has the highest score, and

u(Σt) = E [− log p(Rk? | Σt) | Σt ].
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I simulation study for a 4-arm trial with T = 336 patients.

Control Arm 1 Arm 2 Arm 3

Design ESS (SD) ESS (SD) Power MSE ESS (SD) Power MSE ESS (SD) Power MSE
Scenario 1: no effective arm (θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3) = (0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4)

BR 84 (8) 84 (8) 04.0 5.89 84 (8) 04.1 5.86 84 (8) 03.2 5.74

BUD 118 (3) 73 (3) 03.8 5.44 73 (3) 03.8 5.43 73 (3) 04.0 5.52
BAR 97 (8) 80 (21) 03.9 7.33 79 (21) 03.6 7.30 80 (21) 03.8 7.28

DBCD1 84 (4) 84 (4) 03.8 5.93 84 (4) 03.8 5.85 84 (4) 03.6 5.82

DBCD2 84 (6) 84 (6) 03.6 5.89 84 (6) 03.9 5.92 84 (6) 03.5 5.82

Scenario 2: one superior arm (θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3) = (0.4, 0.6, 0.4, 0.4)

BR 85 (8) 84 (8) 78.6 5.75 83 (8) 04.2 5.75 84 (8) 03.3 5.80

BUD 118 (3) 73 (3) 82.2 5.48 73 (3) 03.6 5.46 73 (3) 03.8 5.40
BAR 100 (10) 103 (14) 87.5 4.89 67 (18) 03.2 7.65 66 (18) 03.6 7.96

DBCD1 84 (4) 84 (4) 79.8 5.99 84 (4) 03.9 6.07 84 (4) 04.0 6.02

DBCD2 80 (6) 97 (6) 81.2 5.63 80 (6) 03.4 6.16 80 (6) 03.7 6.09

Scenario 3: one superior and one inferior arm (θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3) = (0.4, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2)

BR 84 (8) 84 (8) 78.9 5.92 84 (8) 03.6 5.70 84 (8) 0.00 4.72

BUD 122 (4) 75 (3) 84.3 5.10 75 (3) 03.6 5.22 63 (5) 0.00 4.68
BAR 111 (10) 117 (13) 90.6 4.40 75 (20) 04.0 7.22 32 (11) 0.00 8.12

DBCD1 88 (4) 88 (4) 81.1 5.69 88 (4) 03.7 5.66 72 (7) 0.00 5.20

DBCD2 85 (7) 104 (6) 83.8 5.25 85 (7) 03.8 5.95 61 (8) 0.00 5.76

Scenario 4: three superior arms (θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3) = (0.4, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7)

BR 84 (8) 85 (8) 79.4 5.89 84 (8) 92.5 5.86 84 (8) 98.6 5.74

BUD 120 (3) 74 (3) 83.6 5.34 72 (3) 95.1 5.18 70 (4) 99.1 5.14
BAR 90 (4) 80 (9) 79.2 7.33 82 (8) 93.4 7.30 83 (8) 98.6 7.28

DBCD1 86 (4) 86 (4) 80.4 5.93 84 (5) 94.0 5.85 80 (5) 98.6 5.82

DBCD2 70 (6) 85 (5) 75.8 5.89 89 (5) 91.7 5.92 92 (5) 98.4 5.82



K arms with binary primary outcomes:
Asymptotics:

u(Σt) = −
K∑

a=0

Var(θa | Σt) = −
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1
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Alternatively, including all patients without regard to biomarker
status does not leverage the efficiencies of biomarker selection.
Although biomarker-based eligibility rules are frequently all or
none and based on implicit judgments of the rationale and data
supporting the biomarker hypothesis, there is a potential com-
promise by incorporating pretrial judgments explicitly into clinical
trial design on a more continuous spectrum. Using a Bayesian
framework, we developed a design to support multiarm biomarker-
driven trials that is flexible by allowing several treatments with
varying biomarker hypothesis strengths in the same framework. Our
Bayesian basket (BB) design (F1 Fig 1) evaluates multiple overlapping
biomarker subgroups and associated experimental therapies. It starts
with explicit a priori estimates regarding the predictive use of
a biomarker for each experimental arm and then learns during the
trial, thereby generating valuable information about the biomarker
while providing the efficiencies of biomarker-selected clinical trials.
The BB design constitutes a solution to incorporating biomarkers
into clinical trial design that is more flexible and explicit with as-
sumptions than traditional basket (TB) trials or balanced ran-
domized, biomarker agnostic (BA) trials.

METHODS

Incorporation of Prior Biomarker Information
For our design and simulation studies, we considered multiple ex-

perimental treatments (three in our simulations) and biomarkers (three in
our simulations) and one predictive biomarker hypothesis per experi-
mental arm with a common control arm. Estimates of the presence of
treatment effects of each experimental treatment in the corresponding
biomarker-defined subgroups are included in a probability model. The
model is defined by baseline response probabilities under the control
treatment, which can vary across the biomarker-defined subgroups (eight
in our simulations 5 2n biomarker combinations for n 5 3 biomarkers);

indicators of treatment effects in the targeted subpopulations (three in our
simulations, one for each experimental arm) and in the complementary
(biomarker-negative) subgroups; and biomarker-defined subgroup re-
sponse probabilities under the experimental treatments. All of these
variables are random quantities, and their distribution constitutes the
prior, which is representative of a priori knowledge and uncertainties
before the start of the trial. Investigators assign values based on in-
terpretation of available pretrial data. Once additional data become
available during the course of the trial, standard Bayesian computations
allow updating the prior to obtain the posterior, which is representative of
the current state of knowledge and uncertainty. As intuition would suggest,
the variability and uncertainty of the unknown effects typically will de-
crease with additional information.

In our simulations, we specified the probability of a treatment effect
for a targeted biomarker-positive population equal to one in three Q:3. Then,
conditionally on the presence of a positive effect in the biomarker-positive
subgroup, the probability of an effect in the biomarker-negative subgroup
is one in two. The prior model is then completed using standard in-
dependent b distributions for the response probabilities (Appendix, online
only) and restricting to values that are consistent with the presence or
absence of treatment effects.

Translating Accumulating Information Into Treatment
Assignment

We used a Bayesian adaptive randomization procedure that optimizes
uncertainty reduction on the following two related questions regarding the
experimental therapies: Does the experimental therapy provide a beneficial
effect in any biomarker subgroup? Does the experimental therapy provide
a benefit in a specific biomarker subgroup? Our focus is on the following
events:

EðXÞ5 drug X provides a beneficial effect;

EðX; SÞ5 drug X provides a beneficial effect in subgroup S:

Adaptive Two Stage Bayesian Basket

Biomarker only Biomarker agnostic

Traditional
Basket

Balanced
RandomizationPatient 1

Patient n

Fig 1. Incorporation of biomarker data into clinical trials. The traditional basket (TB) and biomarker agnostic (BA) trials are nonadaptive and either enroll only biomarker-
positive patients (TB) or all patients (BA) throughout the course of the trial. Although TB may provide efficiency if the original hypothesis of a biomarker-treatment effect
linkage is correct, nothing new is learned about the biomarker. Adaptivemultistage trials can start with either biomarker-only patients or all patients and then decide how to
proceed further after an interim analysis. The Bayesian basket design sets the initial randomization probabilities of patient subgroups to multiple experimental arms and
a control by incorporating through explicit uncertainty levels preclinical and other clinical experience. The trial then functions to maximize learning about both the ex-
perimental agent treatment effects and their variation in the biomarker-positive and -negative subgroups during the course of the trial, and it adjusts the randomization
probabilities accordingly. In this example, there are three different arms on the same trial depicted. The leftmost arm starts out as a TB trial based on the investigators’
weighing of prior data and stays that way throughout the trial. Themiddle arm starts out rather uncertain about the biomarker-effect linkage but then learns that the signal is
limited to the biomarker-positive population only. Finally, the rightmost arm starts with preliminary evidence that the biomarker-positive group would uniquely benefit from
the therapy, but during the course of the trial, it becomes evident that all patients might benefitQ:8 .
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BUD: Basket Design

I K experimental therapies in biomarker subgroups

Xt ∈ {0, 1}B .

I binary endpoints

p(Yt = 1 | Xt = x ,At = a, θ) = θx,a.

I Drug a = 1, . . . ,K targets biomarker 1 ≤ ba ≤ B.

I Prior
E`,a = 1

( ⋃

xba=`

{θx,a > θx,0}
)
, ` = 1, 0

E1,a EC
1,a

E0,a ν × λ 0 ν × λ
EC

0,a ν × (1− λ) (1− ν) 1− ν × λ

utility = Has

[
p(E1,a = 1 | Σt)

]
+ w × Has

[
p(E0,a = 1 | Σt)



randomization algorithm allocates larger proportions of patients to
the control and effective treatment than BA, thereby learning more
about that critical group. In Figure 3, we considered Fisher exact test
P values for 2 3 2 tables to contrast the control and experimental
arms using outcome data. In both scenarios with biomarker-specific
(Fig 3A) and overall (Fig 3B) treatment effects, we observed a de-
sirable shift of the P values toward zero for the BB design.

BB consistently had more power than BA across various
scenarios of true biomarker-effect linkages and biomarker fre-
quencies (Table 1). Furthermore, the BB design more frequently
made the correct recommendation regarding biomarker-effect
linkages. Table 2 lists the probabilities of recommending a con-
firmatory study for either only biomarker-positive patients or all
patients based on P values of treatment effects in each subgroup.7
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Fig 2. Subgroup-specific allocation across simulations. We illustrate the median and interquartile range of the proportion of patients in each of the eight subgroups
randomly assigned to the control arm (gold points) and to the only superior arm (treatment arm 1, blue points) across simulations. Solid lines illustrate proportions for the
Bayesian basket (BB) design, whereas the dashed lines refer to the biomarker agnostic (BA) design. The biomarker status (positive or negative) for each of the three
biomarkers is indicated on the left of the panels. (A) A treatment effect (0.7 v 0.5 response probability) is limited to the targeted population of arm 1, which is represented by
the four subgroups at the top of the panel. (B) The treatment effect is identical across all eight subgroups. Each subgroup includes one eighth of the population (sample size,
N 5 200).
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Fig 3. P value distributions across simu-
lations. We contrast biomarker agnostic
(gold) and Bayesian basket (blue) designs.
The figure reports the empirical cumulative
distribution functions of P values testing for
the presence or absence of treatment ef-
fects. (A) Treatment effect (0.7 v 0.5 re-
sponse probability) is limited to the targeted
population of arm 1, which is depicted by
the four subgroups at the top of the panels
in Figure 2. (B) The treatment effect is
identical across all eight subgroups. The null
hypothesis associated with the P value
distribution in panel A is the absence of
treatment effects in the targeted sub-
population. The null hypothesis in panel B is
the absence of treatment effects in the
enrolled population. Sample size is 200
patients.
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BUD: Basket Design

randomization algorithm allocates larger proportions of patients to
the control and effective treatment than BA, thereby learning more
about that critical group. In Figure 3, we considered Fisher exact test
P values for 2 3 2 tables to contrast the control and experimental
arms using outcome data. In both scenarios with biomarker-specific
(Fig 3A) and overall (Fig 3B) treatment effects, we observed a de-
sirable shift of the P values toward zero for the BB design.

BB consistently had more power than BA across various
scenarios of true biomarker-effect linkages and biomarker fre-
quencies (Table 1). Furthermore, the BB design more frequently
made the correct recommendation regarding biomarker-effect
linkages. Table 2 lists the probabilities of recommending a con-
firmatory study for either only biomarker-positive patients or all
patients based on P values of treatment effects in each subgroup.7
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Bayesian basket (BB) design, whereas the dashed lines refer to the biomarker agnostic (BA) design. The biomarker status (positive or negative) for each of the three
biomarkers is indicated on the left of the panels. (A) A treatment effect (0.7 v 0.5 response probability) is limited to the targeted population of arm 1, which is represented by
the four subgroups at the top of the panel. (B) The treatment effect is identical across all eight subgroups. Each subgroup includes one eighth of the population (sample size,
N 5 200).
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Fig 3. P value distributions across simu-
lations. We contrast biomarker agnostic
(gold) and Bayesian basket (blue) designs.
The figure reports the empirical cumulative
distribution functions of P values testing for
the presence or absence of treatment ef-
fects. (A) Treatment effect (0.7 v 0.5 re-
sponse probability) is limited to the targeted
population of arm 1, which is depicted by
the four subgroups at the top of the panels
in Figure 2. (B) The treatment effect is
identical across all eight subgroups. The null
hypothesis associated with the P value
distribution in panel A is the absence of
treatment effects in the targeted sub-
population. The null hypothesis in panel B is
the absence of treatment effects in the
enrolled population. Sample size is 200
patients.
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BUD: Basket Design

In the BB design, strong non–biomarker-specific signals are also
more efficiently found (Tables 1 and 2; gold dots in Fig 4).

Figure 4 compares the BB and BA across scenarios with
a single arm having positive treatment effect in either the targeted
subgroup (blue dots) or all patients (gold dots). Each point in the
figure corresponds to a distinct scenario. In all scenarios, BB P
values (one-sided analysis of variance) for the superior arm tend to
be lower than for BA. Similarly, the average posterior probability of
efficacy across simulations was higher (Appendix Fig A2, online
only). These data suggest that BB accumulates more evidence on
average than BA when a single arm provides treatment effects. By
randomly assigning patients preferentially to arms that would

generate the most information based on individual biomarker
profiles, statistical efficiency is gained.

To confirm that the observed characteristics of the trial were
not specific to selected scenarios, we used an extended set. We
considered alternative biomarker prevalence rates, delayed primary
outcomes, larger samples sizes, more experimental arms, multiple
experimental arms with positive treatment effects, and multiple
arms targeting the same biomarker subpopulation. We found
strong variability in power associated with changes in biomarker
frequency, an expected common characteristic of both BA and BB
(Appendix Table A1, online only). Longer times until outcome
adjudication reduced the power of the BB design and narrowed the

Table 1. Power Comparison for BB Versus BA Designs

Arm 1 RR Control Arm RR

Overall
Population
Power

BMK-Positive
Power

BMK-Negative
Power

BMK Positive BMK Negative BMK Positive BMK Negative BB BA BB BA BB BA

BMK-positive prevalence of 0.5
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.48 0.40 0.73 0.62 0.05 0.05
0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.94 0.88 0.71 0.62 0.71 0.62

BMK-positive prevalence of 0.65
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.67 0.58 0.82 0.74 0.05 0.05
0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.94 0.88 0.81 0.74 0.59 0.51

BMK-positive prevalence of 0.35
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.67 0.27 0.62 0.51 0.05 0.05
0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.91 0.89 0.63 0.51 0.79 0.74

NOTE. RR is used as the outcome assessment but could refer to any binary outcome. Each comparison assumes a confidence threshold a = .05 and a sample size of
400 patients. Three scenarios are shown (no effect, effect in all patients, and effect in BMK-positive patients only) for three different BMK prevalence values for the
effective BMK. Arms 2 and 3 and the control arm have identical RRs and a fixed BMK frequency of 0.5.
Abbreviations: BA, biomarker agnostic; BB, Bayesian basket; BMK, biomarker; RR, response rate

Table 2. Probability of Making Recommendations for a Confirmative Trial in BMK-Positive Patients Only, for a Trial in All Patients, or to Stop Further Investigation as
a Result of Futility in the BB Versus BA Designs

Arm 1 RR Control Arm RR

Recommend in
BMK-Positive
Patients Only

Recommend
in All Patients

Recommend
Discontinuation

BMK Positive BMK Negative BMK Positive BMK Negative BB BA BB BA BB BA

BMK-positive prevalence of 0.5
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.95 0.95
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.68 0.64 0.07 0.06 0.25 0.30
0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.12 0.13 0.83 0.78 0.05 0.09

BMK-positive prevalence of 0.65
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.95 0.95
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.71 0.65 0.06 0.06 0.23 0.29
0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.08 0.10 0.87 0.79 0.05 0.11

BMK-positive prevalence of 0.35
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.94 0.94
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.62 0.56 0.06 0.06 0.32 0.38
0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.16 0.82 0.72 0.08 0.12

NOTE. RR is used as the outcome assessment but could refer to any binary outcome. Sample size is 400 patients. Three scenarios are shown (no effect, effect in all
patients, and effect in BMK-positive patients only) for three different BMK prevalence values. Type I error constraints were as follows: probability of recommending a trial
for a treatment without positive effects, P < .05; and probability of recommending a trial for the entire population with a treatment that does not benefit BMK-negative
patients, P < .1.
Abbreviations: BA, biomarker agnostic; BB, Bayesian basket; BMK, biomarker; RR, response rate.
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Simulation study

I 5-arm trial with an overall sample size of T = 500 patients

I response rate θx,0 = 0.35 across scenarios and subgroups

Expected Sample Size in BMK-positive groups (SD) Power
Biomarker (BMK) 1 2 3 4 Po+ Po−
Scenario 1 arms a = 1, · · · , 4 target BMKs a, BMK prevalence (0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5)

no arm has a PTE, θx,a = 0.6
BR each arm 50(7) 50(7) 50(7) 50(7)
BUD control 91 (11) 90(11) 91(11) 91(11)

arm 1 49(30) 37(26) 37(26) 36(26) 10.15 9.96
Scenario 2 arms a = 1, · · · , 4 target BMKs a, BMK prevalence (0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5)

arm 1 has a PTE in BMK 1, θx,a = 0.6
BR control 50(7) 50(7) 50(7) 50(7)

arm 1 50(7) 50(7) 50(7) 50(7) 77.09 9.97
arm 2 50(7) 50(7) 50(7) 50(7) 9.98 9.80

BUD control 90(12) 90(11) 90(10) 90(10)
arm 1 47(29) 38(24) 38(24) 38(23) 86.92 10.00
arm 2 37(26) 49(30) 37(26) 38(26) 10.35 10.92

Scenario 3 arms a = 1, · · · , 4 target BMKs a, BMK prevalence (0.7,0.3,0.5,0.5)
arm a = 1, 2 have PTEs in targeted subgroup, θx,a = 0.6

BR control 70(8) 30(5) 50(7) 50(7)
arm 1 70(8) 30(5) 50(7) 50(7) 86.47 10.44
arm 2 70(8) 30(5) 50(7) 50(7) 61.29 10.40
arm 3 70(8) 30(5) 50(7) 50(7) 9.86 10.24

BUD control 120(13) 57(8) 89(10) 89(10)
arm 1 52(33) 16(11) 34(21) 34(21) 92.52 10.81
arm 2 59(32) 35(18) 38(22) 38(22) 75.82 10.28
arm 3 60(38) 21(16) 51(30) 39(26) 9.87 9.44



Algorithm 1 The Bayesian uncertainty directed (BUD) dose finding algorithm

1: for Each patient 1  i  N do

2: Compute the expected utility E[u(d)|⌃i�1] for each d 2 D.

3: Compute the information increament Gi(d) for each d 2 D.

4: Determine the set of candidate doses Ai for patient i.

5: if Ai = ;, then stop the trial
6: else
7: Set Si(d) = w2 ⇥ Gi(d) + (1 � w2) ⇥ E[u(d)|⌃i�1] for each d 2 Ai.

8: Randomize patient i to a dose d 2 Ai with probability

Si(d)c

P
d02Ai

Si(d)c
.

9: end if
10: end for
11: Output: bd? = arg max E[u(d)|⌃i].
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Figure 3: Proportion of simulations in which each combination dose d = (d1, d2) was
selected as the optimal dose at completion of the trial. Dose combinations d are ordered
accordingly to their utility u(d). Light colors correspond to combinations with low utility.
BUD1, BUD2 and BUD3 correspond to three Bayesian information directed designs with
di↵erent information measures. We compare BUD designs to three alternative designs
indicated as BOIN design [23], DFcomb design [32] and YY design [47].
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Bayes designs and Frequentist analyses?



Bayes Optimum (ob) vs Constrained Bayes Optimum (cob)
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Optimization Algorithm: T = 2, K = 4, N = 240, α = .05
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Optimal thresholds, T=3,4,5 [Ventz et. al 2015 Biometrics]
Max sample size 240
α = 0.05
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Summary
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